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We create the foundations of your home,
to inspire the stories of your life.
For the past 25 years, we have been creating timeless
furniture and accessories manufactured from quality
materials. True to our values, we have maintained our
goal to produce good design, distinguished by authenticity,
simplicity and quality, as well as creativity and innovation.
We rely on our unique expertise to create singular designs
ready to embellish your daily life durably. We create
collections for every room of the house: from the furniture
that defines the purpose of a space to the objects that layer
it with meaning. Nothing excites us more than seeing how
people love and use our products in the story of their lives.
All of our designs are intentionally timeless. They withstand
trends and associate well with different styles, and they can
be passed on from one home to the next, carrying over the
stories of one lifetime into another.
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ICON YOU MIGHT COME ACROSS
IN OUR PRODUCT CATALOGUE

100 %

SOLID WOOD
The items marked with this icon are 100% made out
of solid wood.
Please refer to our website for more information:
www.ethnicraft.com
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BOK OUTDOOR DINING CHAIR
Designed by Alain van Havre

A signature Ethnicraft design, Alain van Havre’s iconic Bok dining chair
now makes its way into the open air! Bring structural elegance and
contemporary craftsmanship to your outdoor lifestyle.
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LOOKBOOK
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LOOKBOOK

LOOKBOOK
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“The Bok collection is centred around organic wooden forms that
bring us closer to nature. Curves and more natural lines that
reflect our environment. Forms which are familiar to us.”
- Alain van Havre, designer.
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LOOKBOOK
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BOK OUTDOOR DINING TABLE
Designed by Alain van Havre

Just like its matching chair, the Bok dining table is another signature design.
Its airy shape yet rock solid construction make this piece a timeless and
remarkable design to enjoy for all the years to come.
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TRAYS

LOOKBOOK
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LOOKBOOK
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EX1 OUTDOOR DINING CHAIR
Designed by Alain van Havre

A popular interior favorite, the EX 1 dining chair is a timeless
design, to add effortless stability to your outdoor seating needs.
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TRAYS

LOOKBOOK
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CIRCLE OUTDOOR DINING TABLE
Designed by Alain van Havre

Our Circle dining table is all about inspiring your loved ones to spend a little
more time at the table. Its solid legs intertwine in perfect balance, while the
adapted grooved design makes outdoor life a simple pleasure.
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LOOKBOOK
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LOOKBOOK
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MOCHA UPHOLSTERY FABRIC

OFF WHITE UPHOLSTERY FABRIC

JACK OUTDOOR SOFA
Designed by Jacques Deneef

Beautiful from every angle, luxuriant shapes and curves form the basis of the
Jack sofa collection. Featuring upholstery woven in Belgium, every detail has
been meticulously crafted to ensure comfort and elegance when enjoying
the outdoors.
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Dining
BOK OUTDOOR DINING TABLE
100% solid teak
10270

200 × 100 × 76 cm
79” × 39” × 30”

10271

250 × 100 × 76 cm
98” × 39” × 30”

10272

300 × 110 × 76 cm
118” × 43” × 30”

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

CIRCLE OUTDOOR DINING TABLE
100% solid teak
10281

136 × 136 × 76 cm
54” × 54” × 30”

For more detailed product information,
visit our website www.ethnicraft.com
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TRAYS

10280

163 × 163 × 76 cm
64” × 64” × 30”

OUTDOOR DINING
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Lounge
BOK OUTDOOR DINING CHAIR

JACK OUTDOOR LOUNGE CHAIR

100% solid teak

100% solid teak and 100% polypropylene fabric

10155

50 × 54 × 76 cm

off white

20” × 21” × 30”

10250

seating height: 47 cm - 19”

76 × 90 × 73 cm
30” × 35” × 29”
seating height: 40 cm - 16”

mocha
10253

76 × 90 × 73 cm
30” × 35” × 29”
seating height: 40 cm - 16”

EX 1 OUTDOOR CHAIR
100% solid teak
10285

43 × 56 × 83 cm
17” × 22” × 33”
seating height: 47 cm - 19”

JACK OUTDOOR RAINCOVER
19970
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OUTDOOR DINING

76 cm - 30”

OUTDOOR LOUNGE
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JACK OUTDOOR SOFA

JACK OUTDOOR SOFA

100% solid teak and 100% polypropylene fabric

100% solid teak and 100% polypropylene fabric

off white

off white

10251

180 × 90 × 73 cm
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SOFAS

265 × 90 × 73 cm
104” × 35” × 29”

seating height: 40 cm - 16”

seating height: 40 cm - 16”

mocha
10254

10252

71” × 35” × 29”

mocha
180 × 90 × 73 cm

10255

265 × 90 × 73 cm

71” × 35” × 29”

104” × 35” × 29”

seating height: 40 cm - 16”

seating height: 40 cm - 16”

JACK OUTDOOR RAINCOVER

JACK OUTDOOR RAINCOVER

19971

19972

180 cm - 71”

265 cm - 104”

SOFAS
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HOW TO TAKE CARE OF OUR PRODUCTS
About natural materials
The beauty of natural materials lies in its peculiarities and
imperfections. That is what separates true beauty from
the artificial. Variations in wood grain and colour, knots,
medullary rays and other natural characteristics are inherent
in solidwood. These are far from flaws, but an intricate
part of its character. Natural stone can have minor pitting
or surface fissures. We believe that these imperfections
contribute to the charm of Ethnicraft products.

CRAFTSMANSHIP
Outstanding craftsmanship is at the core of our brand,
and behind the simplicity of our pieces lies a constant
drive for innovation.
Incorporating advanced techniques to our process of
creation, each new design is revised and reworked to
the last detail: every curve, texture and line reflects
our design values.

Wood, like any other natural and porous material,
continues to absorb and release humidity throughout its life.
Although Ethnicraft designs furniture that adapts well to the
hydrometric conditions of its environment, some cracking
or movement may occur. Please do not be alarmed, this is a
normal response to the furniture’s environment.
 IMELESS DESIGN
T
All our designs are intentionally timeless. They withstand
trends and associate well with different styles, and they
can be passed on from one home to the next, carrying
over the stories of one lifetime into another. Our collections
go back to the essence of what we believe is good design:
pieces full of character, made from quality materials
thatage beautifully.
DEVOTION
We create collections for every room of the house: from the
furniture that defines the purpose of a space to the objects
that layer it with meaning. Nothing excites us more than
seeing how people love and use our products in the story
of their life.

We create the foundations
of your home, to inspire
the stories of your life.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
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HOW TO TAKE CARE OF OUR OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
Outdoor furniture
Ethnicraft's outdoor collection is designed to adapt well to
a range of environmental conditions, whether that be on
an urban terrace or beachfront patio; warm and tropical
or cool and mountainous. As the furniture adapts to its
environment, it is normal for some cracking and movement
to occur. 
The beauty of teak is that, even when left in its natural state,
outdoors and in any season, it is basically maintenancefree. Our teak range comes without any finish or protective
treatment. The wood is merely polished, allowing the natural
oils to rise to the surface. The high density of teak wood
means it is an excellent choice for outdoor use. 
Overtime, it is natural for untreated furniture to grey slightly
due to prolonged sun and rain exposure. This colour change
is purely superficial and does not impact the strength or
quality of the timber. 

REGULAR CARE 
Teak's high density has the advantage that stains do
not penetrate the wood as easily. Even with these
characteristics, any spills should be removed immediately. 

 HOROUGH CARE 
T
To keep your Ethnicraft outdoor furniture in optimal
condition we suggest fitting a custom rain cover during
seasons where it is not in use or periods of bad weather. 

 se placemats and/or coasters to prevent hot pots and
U
pans, or cold glasses and bottles, from leaving marks on
the furniture. 

 nsure the furniture is thoroughly clean and dry before
E
applying the cover protection. For long periods of time
we recommend that, if possible, any soft furnishings,
cushions etc should be removed and stored indoors.

 or regular wiping, use a dry cloth or soft brush for dusting off
F
crumbs and leaves – do not rub. For cleaning, or in case of a
spill, use a damp cloth and natural soap. Wipe in the direction
of the grain. Do not use soap containing detergent or other
chemicals. Dry with a soft clean cloth to prevent spotting. 
 ith teak's natural oils rising to the surface, it can appear as
W
irregular colouring or appear like a watermark. This is not a
flaw, but a natural part of the timber's maturing. Use a damp
cloth and natural soap to clean. 
 fter any cleaning, ensure that furniture is dried thoroughly
A
as spores that result in mould growth thrive in prolonged
damp and dirty conditions. 
 void letting water rest on any furniture surfaces for periods
A
of time as permanent water damage can occur on wood,
fabric or metal. 
 ll teak items are equipped with glides to prevent water
A
absorption from the ground. As well as preserving the
furniture's feet, glides protect ground surfaces from
scratches. Important! To prevent warping, before using a
sofa with 5 or 6 legs, always adapt the adjustable glides
of the middle legs to the ground surface. For stability,
middle legs need to be slightly shorter. 

Due to the handcrafted nature of our
products, each item will vary slightly.
We consider this a sign of uniqueness
and quality.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS

 lways ensure solutions used to clean paving, patios or
A
terraces do not come into contact with the furniture, as it
might leave permanent marks on surfaces. Some wood
species contain tannin, which causes the wood to react with
metal and leave permanent stains. 

 o remove stubborn stains or superficial scratches to
T
teak surfaces, extra fine sandpaper can be gently used.
Always sand in the direction of the wood grain.

RAIN COVERS
Custom-made to fit your Ethnicraft outdoor furniture and
upholstery, our rain covers provide excellent protection
against water, wind and frost. Protecting against dust, dirt,
UV and harsh weather conditions, covers are breathable to
prevent mould and mildew growth. Covers feature metal
eyelets for fastening against high winds.
 roduced in Europe and handmade using a PU-coated
P
textile specifically developed to protect quality wooden
furniture, providing a gentle shield to the surface it rests on.
Covers are durable and lightweight to ensure easy fitting.
 efore fitting, ensure furniture has been cleaned off and dry.
B
Ensure any dirt or leaves have been dusted off surfaces to
reduce the chance of mould growth. Any residue trapped on
surfaces can cause mould.
 overs are easy care, machine washable up to 30°C/86°F,
C
and fold down easily for storing. Air dry only, ensure cover
is completely dry beforestoring.

Outdoor upholstery & fabrics 
Woven in Belgium, Ethnicraft outdoor fabrics are 100%
polypropylene, a synthetic material. Polypropylene by its
nature is water-repellent, stain-resistant, as well as resistant
to mould, moths and bacteria like no other synthetic or
natural fibre. 
It is also: 
• UV resistant. 
• Resistant to the action of acids and alkalis. 
• Hypoallergenic, with anti-odorant properties. 
• Resistant to humidity and, although not completely 		
waterproof, it does not absorb water and is quick-drying. 
• Maintenance friendly - easily cleaned with clear water 		
and a natural soap. Covers are machine washable
up to 40°C/104°F. Do not use any chemical products not
designed for polyester. 
• 100% recyclable. 
CUSHIONS
All sit cushions are equipped with an anti-slip fabric on the
bottom to ensure cushions remain in the correct position. 
 he naturally occurring surface oil in teak can cause stains
T
on cushions. To clean, use a damp white cloth, natural soap
and clear water. Please note, natural oil transfer from wood
to fabric is a recurring process that cannot be prevented.
 ll cushions are inserted with a long lasting, quick dry
A
foam. This dries quickly after exposure to rain, ocean spray,
melting snow, morning dew, or moisture and humidity which
can penetrate even a "water repellent" outer shell over a
period of time.

 or ongoing care, we recommend cleaning any debris
F
off the cover regularly with a cloth, brush or hose

Avoid close exposure to heating sources such as outdoor
fires, braziers and heaters. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS
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OUR COMMITMENT
Wood has always been the core material in the Ethnicraft
range. We are deeply aware of the impact of our industry on
the environment and we take environmental issues to heart:
the origin of the wood, the energy we use in the production
and distribution process, the treatment of the products
and waste reduction – we try to be as environmentally
friendly as possible.
In a world where trends change from one year to the next,
we want to create design that will last for generations. Our
timeless designs associate well with different styles, while
our solid wood is strong and ages incredibly well with time.
The ultimate noble and renewable material, all of our wood
is sourced from responsibly and carefully managed forests.

NO WASTE
Production waste such as leftover logs, wood and sawdust
are re-used for other purposes. The sawdust from logs is
either used as fuel for the drying ovens or compressed as
a base for pellets. All the leftovers from cutting planks to
size are recycled and used as base material or as box
joints for panels.

FSC® LABEL FOR OUR FURNITURE
Our commitment to the environment is reflected by the
FSC® CoC (Chain of Custody) certification of our distribution
centres. The FSC® label guarantees products come from
forests that are managed so that they meet the social,
economic, and ecological needs of present and future
generations. In the case of Ethnicraft NV and Azur, the
CoC certificate guarantees that the company is perfectly
placed to buy, stock and sell products with a specified
FSC® certificate, originating from sustainably managed
forests, controlled sources and reclaimed materials,
or a mixture of these.

QUALITY CONTROL AND TESTING
Producing furniture and accessories at the highest quality,
strength and safety is extremely important to us.
To ensure this, we test all our products throughout the entire
development process. We test on factors such as stability,
durability, and safety for domestic use, to a level that meets
or exceeds the highest furniture standards within the
industry. Our internal protocols are based on the standards
set by ANSI (American National Standards Institute) and
BIFMA (North American Business and Institutional Furniture
Manufacturers Association). Moreover, specific products
within our collections are certified by independent external
facilities in order to meet the European requirements for
contract-grade use, along with specific requirements based
around ecological and health regulations such as toxic
substance use and flammability. Details on our testing can
be found on our website and within our catalogues.

TEXTILE SOURCING AND SUSTAINABILITY
Our cushion covers, throws and rugs are crafted from
the best weaving yarns which are primarily produced
in Belgium, France, Italy, and Peru and Pakistan.
By consciously choosing natural fibres – such as cotton,
wool, and Belgian linen – we stay true to our values: design
pieces full of character, made from quality materials that
age beautifully.
Cushion inners are made in The Netherlands and are
Oeko-Tex 100 certified. The Oeko-Tex label is an
international standard that guarantees no harmful
substances are contained within the final product.
It certifies both natural and synthetic fibres. For the filling
of our cushions, we have consciously opted for duck feather.
As a natural product, duck feather far surpasses synthetic
alternatives in terms of durability and sustainability.
All cushion fillers carry the Downpass certification to
guarantee high quality, ethical sourcing, and traceable
supply chains.

The ultimate noble and renewable
material, our wood is sourced
from responsibly and carefully
managed forests.
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OUR COMMITMENT
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RETAIL

OFFICE, CONTRACT, HOSPITALITY & PROJECTS

Ethnicraft Belgium
Headquarters
Scheldeweg 5
2850 Boom
+ 32 3 443 01 00
info@ethnicraft.com

Ethnicraft Europe, Middle East & Africa
+ 32 3 443 01 72
contract@ethnicraft.com

Ethnicraft France, Italy, Spain & Portugal
189, Rue Gabriel Lippmann CS90009
13131 Berre l’Etang CEDEX
+ 33 442 152 152
azur@ethnicraft.com
Ethnicraft Asia
info@ethnicraft-asia.com
Ethnicraft USA
High Point, North Carolina
+ 1 336 821 1385
info@ethnicraft-usa.com

Ethnicraft France, Italy, Spain & Portugal
+ 33 442 152 154
contract@ethnicraft.fr
Ethnicraft Asia - Pacific
+66 631 685 658
contract@ethnicraft-asia.com
Ethnicraft Americas
+ 1 917 513 0069
contract@ethnicraft-usa.com

ONLINE
ethnicraft.com

